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StudÂ-yÂ-ing an anÂ-cient Greek shipÂ-wreck, sciÂ-enÂ-tists say, theyâ€™ve found they can deÂ-code
anÂ-cient DNA to learn about the origÂ-iÂ-nal conÂ-tents of jars sunkÂ-en for over 2,000 years.Itâ€™s a
feat â€œno one thought was even posÂ-siÂ-ble,â€• wrote MaÂ-ria HansÂ-son of Lund UniÂ-versÂ-ity in
SweÂ-den, one of the reÂ-searchÂ-ers, in an eÂ-mail. The discoÂ-very â€œoÂ-pens up a whole new field of
moÂ-lecÂ-uÂ-lar arÂ-chaeÂ-oÂ-loÂ-gy,â€• she added, as sciÂ-enÂ-tists could use the techÂ-nique to gain
inÂ-sights inÂ-to anÂ-cient agÂ-riÂ-culÂ-ture and tradÂ-ing netÂ-works.
AnÂ-cient amÂ-phoÂ-rae, or storÂ-age jars, at the ChiÂ-os shipÂ-wreck site. (CourÂ-teÂ-sy ChiÂ-os
2005 ShipÂ-wreck SurÂ-vey - WHOI, HelÂ-lenÂ-ic MinÂ-isÂ-try of CulÂ-ture: EphÂ-orÂ-ate of
UnÂ-derÂ-waÂ-ter AnÂ-tiqÂ-uiÂ-ties, HelÂ-lenÂ-ic CenÂ-ter for MaÂ-rine ReÂ-search)
ModÂ-el of a 4th-century B.C. Greek merÂ-chant ship based on the KyÂ-reÂ-nia, a wreck salÂ-vaged in
1967.
AnÂ-cient MedÂ-iÂ-terÂ-raÂ-nean civÂ-ilÂ-izÂ-aÂ-tions, some of the worldâ€™s earÂ-liÂ-est, ofÂ-ten
used ceÂ-ramÂ-ic jars called amÂ-phoÂ-rae as shipÂ-ping conÂ-tainÂ-ers. InÂ-vented by the
CaÂ-naanÂ-ites of the Near East in the 16th cenÂ-tuÂ-ry B.C., amÂ-phoÂ-rae took on varÂ-ied styles in
difÂ-ferÂ-ent reÂ-gions and time peÂ-riÂ-ods, wrote HansÂ-son and a colÂ-league in a paÂ-per
reÂ-portÂ-ing their work.Piles of amÂ-phoÂ-rae ofÂ-ten reÂ-main as lone, mute witÂ-nesses to anÂ-cient
shipÂ-wrecks where the boats themÂ-selves have been long since eatÂ-en away. But reÂ-searchÂ-ers
tryÂ-ing to learn the jarsâ€™ origÂ-iÂ-nal conÂ-tents usuÂ-ally come up dry, acÂ-cordÂ-ing to HansÂ-son
and colÂ-league BrenÂ-dan FoÂ-ley of the Woods Hole OceÂ-aÂ-noÂ-graÂ-phic InÂ-stiÂ-tuÂ-tion in
MasÂ-saÂ-chuÂ-setts. Thatâ€™s beÂ-cause the amÂ-phoÂ-rae only inÂ-freÂ-quentÂ-ly conÂ-tain
visÂ-iÂ-ble clues, such as olÂ-ive pits.AnÂ-cient DNA molecules, though deÂ-gradÂ-ed with time, could
supply some of the needed evÂ-iÂ-dence, wrote the pair, whose findÂ-ings apÂ-pear in the adÂ-vance
onÂ-line ediÂ-tion of The JourÂ-nal of ArÂ-chaeÂ-oÂ-logÂ-iÂ-cal SciÂ-ence.The reÂ-searchÂ-ers scraped
ceÂ-ramÂ-ic from inÂ-side two amÂ-phoÂ-rae from a 4th-cenÂ-tuÂ-ry B.C. shipÂ-wreck found near the
Greek isÂ-land of ChiÂ-os in 2004. The wreck, about 60 meÂ-ters (200 feet) unÂ-derÂ-waÂ-ter, has drawn
headÂ-lines beÂ-fore beÂ-causeâ€”being to deep to exÂ-plore by conÂ-venÂ-tionÂ-al
divingâ€”inÂ-vestÂ-iÂ-gaÂ-tÂ-ors have mapped it using robotic deÂ-vices.
Adding anÂ-othÂ-er new techÂ-nolÂ-oÂ-gy to the projÂ-ect, HansÂ-son and FoÂ-ley anÂ-aÂ-lyzed small
DNA fragÂ-ments found trapped in the potÂ-tery. They deÂ-terÂ-mined that one vesÂ-sel probably
conÂ-tained olÂ-ive oil flaÂ-vored with oregÂ-aÂ-no, a surÂ-prise beÂ-cause hisÂ-toÂ-riÂ-ans have
beÂ-lieved that amÂ-phoÂ-rae of that style from ChiÂ-os usuÂ-ally carÂ-ried wine, they wrote. ChiÂ-os was
known for â€œfine and disÂ-tincÂ-tive vinÂ-tages,â€• they notÂ-ed, but the find sugÂ-gests ChiÂ-an
agÂ-riÂ-culÂ-turÂ-al exÂ-ports might have been more diÂ-verse than genÂ-erÂ-ally asÂ-sumed.The othÂ-er
jar, they wrote, conÂ-tained DNA of masÂ-ticâ€”a shrub culÂ-tiÂ-vatÂ-ed on ChiÂ-osâ€”or of
pisÂ-taÂ-chio, a reÂ-latÂ-ed plant. ScholÂ-ars have hyÂ-pothÂ-eÂ-sized that anÂ-cient ChiÂ-ans used
masÂ-tic resÂ-in as a wine preÂ-servÂ-aÂ-tive and flaÂ-vorÂ-ing, HansÂ-son and FoÂ-ley wrote. Some
anÂ-cient foods, they added, are more likely than othÂ-ers to leave geÂ-netÂ-ic callÂ-ing cards beÂ-hind.
For inÂ-stance, beÂ-cause the secÂ-ond jar was thought to have likely conÂ-tained wine, they checked for
grape DNA, but found none. It may have washed away beÂ-cause wine disÂ-solves in waÂ-ter betÂ-ter than
oil or resÂ-in, HansÂ-son and FoÂ-ley obÂ-served. But overall, they wrote, the findÂ-ings â€œconÂ-tribute
deÂ-fiÂ-nite evÂ-iÂ-dence for ClasÂ-siÂ-cal Greek comÂ-modÂ-ity exÂ-change and open new visÂ-tas for
moÂ-lecÂ-uÂ-lar archeologÂ-iÂ-cal analÂ-yÂ-ses.â€•
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